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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

►► Plasma is the fourth state of matterPlasma is the fourth state of matter

►► Plasmas are conductive assemblies of charged and neutral Plasmas are conductive assemblies of charged and neutral 
particles and fields that exhibit collective effectparticles and fields that exhibit collective effect

►► Plasmas carry electrical currents and magnetic fieldsPlasmas carry electrical currents and magnetic fields

►► Plasma is an efficient conducting element with a number of Plasma is an efficient conducting element with a number of 
important advantages.important advantages.



EVOLUTIONEVOLUTION

►► Plasma Antenna Research Laboratory at ANU investigated Plasma Antenna Research Laboratory at ANU investigated 
the feasibility of plasma antennas as low radar crossthe feasibility of plasma antennas as low radar cross--
section radiating elements section radiating elements 

►► ASI Technology Corporation has developed prototype ASI Technology Corporation has developed prototype 
antennas that use ionized gas instead of metal to transmit antennas that use ionized gas instead of metal to transmit 
and receive signalsand receive signals

►► This antenna prototype proved very useful in digital This antenna prototype proved very useful in digital 
communications and radar applicationscommunications and radar applications



TECHNOLOGYTECHNOLOGY

►► Plasma Antennas employ gases in plasma state enclosed in  Plasma Antennas employ gases in plasma state enclosed in  
tubes as conducting elementtubes as conducting element

►► Gases electrically ionized to plasma allows RF signals to be Gases electrically ionized to plasma allows RF signals to be 
transmitted and receivedtransmitted and received

►► Inert gases or mercury vapour is used as gasInert gases or mercury vapour is used as gas

►► The tube can be of glass or ceramic in compositionThe tube can be of glass or ceramic in composition



BASIC STRUCTUREBASIC STRUCTURE



ANTENNA TYPESANTENNA TYPES



PUMPINGPUMPING

►► The gas inside the antenna is turned into plasma by The gas inside the antenna is turned into plasma by 
applying a "pump signal" of high power RF energy applying a "pump signal" of high power RF energy 

►► The RF energy is applied to the plasma tube using a device The RF energy is applied to the plasma tube using a device 
called a "launcher" or a "coupler" called a "launcher" or a "coupler" 



LAUNCHERLAUNCHER

►► Launcher is a metallic collar that is wrapped around the Launcher is a metallic collar that is wrapped around the 
plasma tube.plasma tube.

►► In conjunction with a ground plane, this provides the high In conjunction with a ground plane, this provides the high 
electric field required to initiate and maintain a plasma electric field required to initiate and maintain a plasma 
within the tube.within the tube.

►► It uses RF power levels of around 100 W at 500 MHz for It uses RF power levels of around 100 W at 500 MHz for 
the antennas as the pump signal.  the antennas as the pump signal.  



HOW IT WORKS?HOW IT WORKS?

►► A plasma antenna generates localized concentrations of A plasma antenna generates localized concentrations of 
plasma to form a plasma mirror.plasma to form a plasma mirror.

►► This deflects an RF beam launched from a central feed This deflects an RF beam launched from a central feed 
located at the focus of the mirror. located at the focus of the mirror. 



PLASMA MIRROR FORMATIONPLASMA MIRROR FORMATION



WHY PLASMA ANTENNA?WHY PLASMA ANTENNA?

►► Ionized gases are much more efficient than solid Ionized gases are much more efficient than solid 
conductorsconductors

►► When energized it will transmit and receive RF signalsWhen energized it will transmit and receive RF signals

►► When deWhen de--ionized gases has got infinite resistance for RF ionized gases has got infinite resistance for RF 
signalssignals

►► Thus its a new antenna solution that minimizes antenna Thus its a new antenna solution that minimizes antenna 
dectectability by radardectectability by radar



PREDICTED PERFORMANCEPREDICTED PERFORMANCE

 36 Beam Positions36 Beam Positions

 Side lobes < Side lobes < --23 dB23 dB

 Gain = 12.9 dBGain = 12.9 dB

 Beam width ~ 12 Beam width ~ 12 
degreesdegrees

 Switching Speed ~ 2 Switching Speed ~ 2 
µ secondsµ seconds

 Efficiency ~50%Efficiency ~50%



FEATURESFEATURES

►► Plasma antenna can Plasma antenna can appear and disappearappear and disappear in a few in a few 
millionths of a second leaving behind the gas millionths of a second leaving behind the gas –– filled filled 
column that has little effect on the electromagnetic fieldscolumn that has little effect on the electromagnetic fields

►► Since the gas is ionized only for the time of transmission Since the gas is ionized only for the time of transmission 
or reception, or reception, "ringing""ringing" and associated effects of solid and associated effects of solid 
wire antenna design are eliminatedwire antenna design are eliminated

 NoNo antennaantenna ringingringing providesprovides anan improvedimproved signalsignal toto
noisenoise ratioratio andand reducesreduces multipathmultipath signalsignal distortiondistortion..

 ReducedReduced radarradar crosscross sectionsection providesprovides stealthstealth duedue toto thethe
nonnon--metallicmetallic elementselements..



FEATURES…FEATURES…

 ChangesChanges inin thethe ionion densitydensity cancan resultresult inin instantaneousinstantaneous
changeschanges inin bandwidthbandwidth overover widewide dynamicdynamic rangesranges..

►► A circular scan can be performed electronically with A circular scan can be performed electronically with no no 
moving partsmoving parts at a higher speed than traditional at a higher speed than traditional 
mechanical antenna structures.mechanical antenna structures.

►► A single dynamic antenna structure can use A single dynamic antenna structure can use time time 
multiplexingmultiplexing so that many RF subsystems can share one so that many RF subsystems can share one 
antenna resource reducing the number and size of antenna antenna resource reducing the number and size of antenna 
structures. structures. 



ADVANTAGESADVANTAGES

►► Higher power :Higher power : This is due to lower ohmic losses.This This is due to lower ohmic losses.This 
can enhance target discrimination and track ballistic can enhance target discrimination and track ballistic 
missilesmissiles

►► Heat Resistance: Heat Resistance: Due to the fact that plasma do not meltDue to the fact that plasma do not melt

►► Enhanced bandwidth:Enhanced bandwidth: Controlled variation of plasma Controlled variation of plasma 
density suggests greater band widthdensity suggests greater band width

►► EMI:EMI: Since plasma antenna ceases to exist when not Since plasma antenna ceases to exist when not 
energizedenergized



ADVANTAGES…ADVANTAGES…

►► Higher efficiency and gain:Higher efficiency and gain: 20% improvement in 20% improvement in 
efficiency due to low ohmic lossesefficiency due to low ohmic losses

►► Lower noise :Lower noise :This is because plasma antennas have This is because plasma antennas have 
lower collision rate among its charge carriers than a metal lower collision rate among its charge carriers than a metal 
antenna antenna 

►► Perfect reflector:Perfect reflector: When the plasma density is high the When the plasma density is high the 
plasma becomes a lossplasma becomes a loss--less perfect reflector. Hence there less perfect reflector. Hence there 
exist the possibilities of a wide range of lightweight plasma exist the possibilities of a wide range of lightweight plasma 
reflector antennas.reflector antennas.



MARKET APPLICATIONSMARKET APPLICATIONS

►► Shipboard/submarine antenna replacements.Shipboard/submarine antenna replacements.

►► Unmanned air vehicle sensor antennas.Unmanned air vehicle sensor antennas.

►► IFF landIFF land--based vehicle antennas.based vehicle antennas.

►► Stealth aircraft antenna replacements.Stealth aircraft antenna replacements.

►► Detection and tracking of ballistic missilesDetection and tracking of ballistic missiles

►► Side and back lobe reductionSide and back lobe reduction

►► Cellular radiation protectionCellular radiation protection



CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

ResearchesResearches hashas beenbeen goinggoing onon toto investigateinvestigate thethe
possibilitypossibility ofof usingusing plasmasplasmas likelike thosethose generatedgenerated inin
fluorescentfluorescent ceilingceiling lights,lights, forfor antennasantennas.. PlasmaPlasma
antennaantenna technologytechnology offersoffers thethe possibilitypossibility ofof buildingbuilding
completelycompletely novelnovel antennaantenna arrays,arrays, asas wellwell asas
radiationradiation patternpattern controlcontrol andand lobelobe steeringsteering
mechanismsmechanisms thatthat havehave notnot beenbeen possiblepossible beforebefore..
TheThe researchresearch hashas producedproduced manymany novelnovel antennasantennas
usingusing standardstandard fluorescentfluorescent tubestubes andand thesethese havehave
beenbeen characterizedcharacterized andand comparecompare favorablyfavorably withwith
theirtheir metalmetal equivalentsequivalents.. CurrentCurrent researchresearch isis workingworking
towardstowards aa robustrobust plasmaplasma antennaantenna forfor fieldfield
demonstrationdemonstration toto DefenseDefense ForceForce personnelpersonnel..
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